
Every Ticket Counts



Thermal Rolls
Deloffice Group is the leading importer and distributor of paper, office supplies and packaging 
materials in Mauritius. Within 10 years of activity, we have established the largest portfolio of high 
profile customers operating in various sectors of the economy. We invite you to visit our 
websites www.deloffice.mu, www.rollnsheet.mu and www.printnpack.mu to learn more about us.

We hold a wide range of products and thermal paper is one of the areas where we excel. We are 
the leading supplier of Jumbo thermal rolls to thermal convertors in Mauritius. For many years, the 
group has been supplying the local Mauritian market with high quality thermal paper through the 
local convertors. With increasing demand for thermal rolls, the group has decided to supply the 
market with finished small thermal rolls sold under the brand name of Rollux.

We supply various grades of thermal rolls such as Point of Sales (POS) Rolls, ATM Rolls, Credit 
Card Rolls and Lotto Rolls among others. Our large portfolio of customers includes banks, 
supermarkets, shops, hotels, restaurants, gas stations, parks and bus transport.



Choose the right Thermal Roll for your Business!

Thermal Rolls are available in various grades. At Deloffice Group, 
we help you choose the most appropriate Thermal Roll for your 
business!

1. Size
    Thermal Rolls are available in different sizes to fit your Thermal    
      Printing Machine. The most common sizes are 80x80mm, 80x75mm, 
    57x57mm and 57x40mm Rolls.

2. Substance

3. Print Image Life Guarantee

Print Image Life is the amount of time it takes for 
the thermal printing to fade. Thermal printing is the 
result of the reaction of certain chemicals to heat. 
This chemical reaction cannot last eternally and it 
eventually fades. The Print Image Life of a thermal 
rolls normally ranges from 6 months to 5 years.

Thermal Rolls are normally supplied in substance ranging from 
48gsm to 80gsm. Choosing the right substance for your thermal 
rolls is important for better saving and efficiency. All depends on 
the end use of the thermal tickets.



5. Top Coats & Security Checks

Special additions can be made to your Thermal Papers 
such as Top Coating and Security Checks. Top Coating 
are an additional proofing applied onto a standard 
thermal paper to protect it from fading due to exposure to 
UV light, water and oils. It also makes the paper appear 
glossier and reduce print head wear which make your 
thermal printers last longer.

Security Checks are a great way to avoid counterfeits. 
Often used by Casinos, Gaming and Lottery businesses, 
security checks such as Ultra Violet Printing can be used 
to prevent frauds.

4. Printing

You can personalize your Thermal Rolls 
with Black & White or Color printing. 
We can supply personalized thermal  
rolls with small minimum order quantity. 
Printing can be both recto and verso. 
Stand out and brand your thermal 
tickets.



GAS
STATION

6. Single or Multi Ply

7. BPA Contained / BPA Free

BPA, which stands for Bisphenol A, is a chemical additive 
commonly used in plastic and resin. BPA is safe for low 
level exposure but at high level exposure it can be a 
concern for health. The coating applied on the surface of 
the thermal paper does contain a small amount of BPA 
which is normally not harmful. But if you are concerned 
about BPA, you can opt for our BPA-Free grade.   

The most common form of Thermal Rolls is in single 
ply. However, multi-ply thermal rolls are also available 
for customers who wish to print their receipts in various 
copies.



     Choose Responsibility, Choose Rollux Thermal Rolls!

Our Roll is RoHS Compliant !
The paper used to make Rollux Thermal Rolls have been tested and are guaranteed RoHS Compliant 
which means that they are safe for your health and the environment.

RoHS stands for Restriction of Hazardous Substances and is also known as the Directive 2011/65/
EU. RoHS lays down rules on the restriction of the use of hazardous substances with a view to 
contributing to the protection of human health and the environment. The restricted substances such 
as lead and mercury are hazardous to the environment and pollute landfills, and are dangerous in 
terms of exposure during manufacturing, usage and recycling.

Our Roll is produced by an FSC Certified Mill
Our factory which is located in China is FSC Certified. This means that the factory is sourcing its 
paper and manufacturing our Rollux Thermal Rolls responsibly in accordance with FSC Standards.
FSC which is the Forest Stewardship Council is a global not-for-profit organization that sets the 
standards for what is a responsibly managed forest. FSC promotes environmentally appropriate, 
socially beneficial and economically viable management of the world’s forests. 

They ensure that the trees being used to make paper comes from tree plantation and do not 
cause deforestation. In this way, FSC certification helps forests remain thriving environments for 
generations to come, by helping you make ethical and responsible choices at your local supermarket, 
bookstore, furniture retailer, and beyond.

Whether you’re doing your weekly grocery shop or buying a present for a loved one, by buying FSC-
certified products you are telling companies to choose responsible forest management and help 
take care of forests. We invite you to visit www.fsc.org for more information.

We deliver a consistent quality Thermal Roll
As a leader in the Thermal market, we work exclusively with professional, well organized and 
structured manufacturers. Our mill is ISO 9001:2015 certified, which helps ensure that our customers 
get consistent good quality products.

All ISO standards are reviewed and revised regularly to make sure they remain relevant to the 
market place. ISO 9001:2015 is the latest version of the standard. The ISO standards gives 
guidance to organizations who want to ensure that their products and services consistently meet 
customer’s requirements, and that quality is consistently improved. 



shopping
There’s always a reason to go to shopping.

Always Ahead. Always in Style.

Iconic Brands such as Body & Soul, Bata 
Shoes, Yves Rocher, Fashion House and 
Color & Senses trusted us with the supply of 
their Sales Tickets.



PARKS
Wild Animals and Wilder Rides.

Adventure is only a Ticket away.

We are proud Ticket Supplier for Casela 
World of Adventure, SSR Botanical Garden 
and Chamarel 7 Coloured Earth among 
others.



GAS STATION
Let’s go places and make every mile count.

Fueling your soul to help you move forward.

We have partnered with Engen and Total 
Mauritius for the supply of all their Fuel 
Receipts.



BUS TICKET
Life is similar to a bus ride.

Hop in and enjoy the journey.

Receive one of our thermal tickets every 
time you check in with Rose Hill Bus 
Transport, Triolet Bus Service, National 
Transport Corporation and Metro Express.



FAST FOOD
Food is not just eating energy. 
It’s an experience.

Pull up a chair and take a bite.

Life is so endlessly delicious.

We follow your every food adventures at 
KFC, McDonalds, Ocean Basket, Spurs, 
Panarottis, Happy Rajah, Debonnairs, 
Ricardo Fast Food and more.



ATM & CREDIT CARD
Nothing haunts us like the things we didn’t buy.

Spend with no regrets with payment made as 
easy as a tap or a swipe.

We authenticate each of your ATM transactions 
made with SBM.



SUPERMARKET
You don’t know you need it until you see it.

Supermarkets make life easier by feeding 
your home with its everyday needs.

We add the finishing touch to your Shopping 
Experience at Jumbo, Intermart, Way, 
Super Cash, Sik Yuen, SaveMart and more.



HOTELS
Take a break and escape the ordinary.

Relax. Experience the art of hospitality.

Feel the touch of our Thermal Receipts 
at Attitude Hotels, Indigo Hotels, EG Hotel 
Properties and more.



Deloffice Ltd
Avenue des Kerries, 

Morc. Raffray, Le Hochet,
Terre Rouge, Mauritius

Tel: (+230) 249 3200
Fax: (+230) 249 2055

Email: sales@deloffice.mu
A member of Deloffice Group

contact us


